Subject: Closure of Camp Leatherneck Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) Material Distribution Center (MMDC).

Purpose: To notify shippers of the termination of cargo receipt operations at MMDC in Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan.

Be Advised:

1. Effective immediately, shippers should cease booking cargo to the following DODAACs:

   MMX800  MMX805  M95102  M95107  M95116  M95123
   M95124  M95200  M95201  M95202  M95305  M95307
   M95312  M95321  MMFAF8  MMX170  MX4002  V55576

2. MMDC cargo should now be booked to Bagram Air Field Supply Support Activity (BAF SSA), DODAAC: W91EB8 (RIC: W8G).

3. MMDC cargo currently en-route should be diverted to BAF SSA, DODAAC: W91EB8. BAFF SSA POC: CW2 Nicholas Penna (Accountable Officer), DSN: 318-481-8807, E-Mail: nicholas.s.penna@afghan.swa.army.mil

831st TB POC: CPT Hien Dom, 831st Leatherneck DET, DSN: 318-357-7253, E-mail: hien.t.dom.mil@mail.mil

MDDC POC: Capt James Rod, Distribution Officer, DSN: 318-357-6007 E-Mail: james.rod@afq.usmc.mil.

Expiration: N/A